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Innermost Announces Video Screen Offer

Innermost is pleased to announce a partnership with Lighthouse to offer a range of high
quality LED display products exclusively to the hospitality and retail markets.
Lighthouse has been a pioneer and market leader in the LED video display field for two
decades and is well known for the quality of their large screens installed in sports arenas
and other applications across the globe. It now offers a range of innovative and compact
systems at various resolutions that will allow designers the flexibility to incorporate stateof-the-art screen displays into any interior.
Animation and information availability in the interior is an established trend, but Innermost
also sees the possibility for large screens to provide creative yet subtle ambient effects
within interior schemes.
Steve Jones, CEO and Co-founder of Innermost, says, “This exciting collaboration further
demonstrates our fascination with what technology can do for an interior. This a new area
for lighting where light, art, and information are available in a single product”.
Peter Chan, Managing Director of Lighthouse Technologies Ltd says this about the
collaboration: “We share the same values of innovation and creativity as Innermost, which
facilitates our partnership, we look forward to forthcoming projects, which will create a new
visual experience for the retail & hospitality applications“

Grab attention in retail schemes and window displays; keep focus in bars and social
areas. Together with Lighthouse, Innermost’s project team has the ability to build the
product into walls, and even floors or ceilings, resulting in virtually limitless project
possibilities.
Contact us to find out more about the range and talk to us about your project needs.
About Lighthouse (www.lighthouse-tech.com)
Lighthouse Technologies Limited is a global leader in LED video display technology that
develops, manufactures, and markets LED video display solutions for multiple indoor &
outdoor applications, media and entertainment events, and sports arenas across the globe.
With numerous technological breakthroughs, Lighthouse is a multi-award-winning leader in
the LED video display industry that holds itself with the highest standards of quality.

About Innermost
Innermost is a British design brand with long experience at providing innovation products
within the lighting sector to hospitality and domestic projects. Founded in London and
working with designers from all over the world, founders Steve Jones and Russell Cameron
aimed to create a unique brand. The brand has now grown to cover a wide variety of lighting
solutions from decorative ranges to custom fixtures, linear strip and now the Lighthouse
screen systems.
www.innermost.net
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For further information about the latest Innermost developments to be launched during 2016,
please contact Ruby Chan, Marketing & Business Development Manager, by email
ruby@innermost.net

